
Santa’s Parcels and Rudolph’s Reins 

With this experience we concentrated on weights and measures and length and distance.  However, 

you can use your imagination and the children’s to develop other skills within this very engaging 

context.  Everyone wants to build a sleigh! 

We put together a simple plank and pivot system as a balancing scales which could be recreated 

with any loose parts.  The initial part of the experience was about getting Santa’s sleigh to balance.  

This can be upskilled depending on the ability and age of your children.  Here it could be about 

simple balancing or broken down into weighing individual presents in grams with luggage scales, 

digital scales and weight scales.  Using a variety of wrapped items we built in challenge to concepts 

by having some items the same shape but heavier or lighter.  The context with the children could be 

about making sure Santa’s sleigh doesn’t tip or become imbalanced in flight and tip all the presents 

out.   

The balancing challenge offers many opportunities for skills development in:  

● Mathematical language;  

● 3D Shape;  

● Balance;  

● Weight; 

●  Addition (Adding weights together to get a combined total);  

● Number/quantity of presents;  

● Standard and non-standard measures;  

● Ordering in terms of lightest to heaviest or largest to smallest;  

● mathematical recording (i.e. tables of weights); Estimation. 

In the following pictures you can see we created a sleigh around the balancing scales and posed a 

new problem.  How long would Santa’s reins have to be to reach the furthest reindeer at the front of 

the sleigh.  This could be a simple measuring activity with non-standard measures for some children 

or a more complex standard measures problem solving exercise.  How many reindeers are there, are 

they in pairs,  how long is a reindeer, is there a gap needed between each reindeer, ensure the gap is 

the same between each reindeer, Can they double the length they work out because the reins would 

have to go to the end and return to Father Christmas, how will they measure (providing a different 

variety of measuring instruments is a good numerical reasoning challenge). 

It is important to mention the cross curricular aspects of these activities and to ensure that you bring 

in other aspects of literacy, K&U, Creative Development etc.   

 

 


